Liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) displays have become the most attractive microdisplays for all sort of spatial light modulation applications. Among the different LCoS technologies, parallel aligned LCoS (PA-LCoS) are especially interesting. They offer unique capabilities as spatial light modulators (SLM), since they enable phase-only modulation without coupled amplitude modulation, and with millions of addressable pixels. In this work we evaluate and demonstrate the various capabilities offered by a novel and simplified physical model for parallel aligned liquid crystal devices (PA-LC), thus also applicable to PA-LCoS microdisplays. The model provides the voltage dependent retardance values, necessary for spatial light modulation applications, for a very wide range of incidence angles and any wavelength in the visible. First, it needs to be calibrated through a reverse-engineering approach. In this calibration, the values obtained for two of the three parameters provide the correct values for important internal properties of these devices related with the birefringence, cell gap and director profile. Therefore, the proposed model can be used as a means to inspect internal physical properties of the cell. Last but not least the model is useful to simulate the retardance for novel PA-LC devices as a function of the LC compound and cell gap. Therefore, it is not only a reverse-engineering model but it also constitutes an analytical alternative to the usual numerical approaches for PA-LC devices design and construction.
INTRODUCTION
There is an interest in proposing simplified analytical models for liquid crystal (LC) devices [1] [2] . They enable a more direct access to the analysis of the capabilities offered by these technologies in a wide variety of applications. In spatial light modulation applications, one of the most widespread technologies has become the parallel-aligned liquid crystal on silicon microdisplays (PA-LCoS) [3] [4][5] [6] . They enable phase-only modulation of light wavefronts without coupled amplitude modulation, with millions of addressable pixels, and with very small pixel sizes, smaller than 10 µm in many cases. They are also easy devices to model, at least in principle, since they are equivalent to variable linear retarders whose linear retardance is tuned by the applied voltage. Proper characterization of their linear retardance ensures optimal performance in applications. In previous works, we proposed time-averaged Stokes polarimetry [7] as an advanced technique which enables robust linear retardance characterization in the presence of flicker, which is a typical degradation phenomenon found in most of LCoS devices [8] [9] [10] .
In a more recent paper [11] we proposed a semiphysical model able to describe the variation of the tilt angle of the molecules as a function of the voltage. The model is highly simplified, however we demonstrated [12] [13] that it retained the adequate level of the physics: when fitting the model, for two of its three parameters the values obtained are equal to the physical values of corresponding internal properties of the device and the LC. Two parameters are a combination of the LC indexes ordinary and extraordinary, n o and n e , together with the cell gap d . [12] . This is not the case for OPL , however we showed [13] that large variations in this parameter do not have much effect on the retardance value calculated. This enables to use the model to simulate the retardance for novel PA-LC devices as a function of the LC compound and cell gap. Now, in this paper, we will show some of the possibilities offered by this semiphysical model. We will show that it enables to calculate the working configurations (incidence angle, applied voltage, illumination wavelength) where the wavelength or incidence angle can be tuned accordingly to produce the needed absolute retardance value or to generate the retardance dynamic range needed by the application in mind. For the sake of completeness of this work, we present the simplified semiphysical model, which is further detailed in the paper where it was initially proposed [11] . We present in , and the optical path difference between extraordinary and ordinary components,
SIMPLIFIED SEMIPHYSICAL MODEL
, in which n o and n e are respectively the LC indexes ordinary and extraordinary. The main expression produced by the model [11] is, ( 
, where the minus (plus) sign applies for the forward (backward) passage. The total retardance in the PA-LCoS is given by the addition of the forward and backward retardances. In the case of normal incidence and LC director axis parallel to the entrance face, then Eq. (1) simplifies into the well-known expression
We note that in our previous works [11] [12] , we also evaluated the exact expressions for a homogeneous uniaxial anisotropic plate [14] [15] . A first approximation shared by both models is that they do not consider that the tilt angle of the LC director changes across the cell. Our model further disregard the existence of double refraction. We obtained that both simplified models provide the same level of predictive capability, with the benefit that our model produces a much simpler expression and reduces the number of parameters when compared with these exact expressions. Additionally, when fitting the parameters, our model converges to a unique solution, whose values are equal to the real physical values in two of its three parameters [12] : OPD and tilt angle ( ) V α . This was not the case with the exact expressions
EXPERIMENT AND CALIBRATION
As PA-LC device of study, we consider a commercially available PA-LCoS microdisplay, model PLUTO distributed by the company HOLOEYE. It is a nematic liquid crystal filled, with 1920x1080 pixels and 0.7" diagonal, whose backplane is digitally addressed [16] . By means of a RS-232 interface and its corresponding provided software, we can configure the modulator for different applications and wavelengths. Besides, different pulse width modulation (PWM) addressing schemes (digital addressing sequences) can be generated by the driver electronics [8] [16] . We consider the configuration file "5-5 633 2pi linear", provided by the vendor. As verified in previous papers [16] , it shows a smaller magnitude of flicker than other electrical sequences configuration files, and it is adapted to produce a 2π radians linear phase dynamic range at 633 nm and for perpendicular incidence.
The time-averaged Stokes polarimetric measurements are obtained with a Stokes polarimeter, model PAX5710VIS-T distributed by the company THORLABS [7] . The polarimeter averaging time considered, 600 ms, is much larger than actually needed to obtain fully stable and repeatable SOP measurements. Note that the time period (frequency) for the fluctuations in our PA-LCoS device is 8.66 ms (120 Hz) [7] . Measurements are taken at various angles of incidence (3º, 23º, 35º and 45º) and for three wavelengths (473, 532 and 633 nm) sampling the visible spectrum. We use the measurements taken at 3º and 35º for calibration, and then we use the measurements at 23º and 45º to analyse the predictive capability of the semiphysical model.
In Table 1 we show the off-state values measured for the retardance, and in Table 2 we show the OPD and OPL values obtained in the calibration. The figure of merit χ 2 to be minimized combines two squared differences: on one hand between theoretical and experimental retardance values normalized by the experimental value, and on the other hand between the theoretical and experimental ratios of the retardance values for the pair of incidence angles considered (3º and 35º) normalized by the experimental ratio. These two normalized squared differences are added up for the three wavelengths and the resultant minimized value for each solution set is shown in row χ 2 (second row). We note that we consider = 1.50 in the fitting procedure [12] , which minimized the value of χ 2 and which is within the range of physically meaningful values for the average refractive index of the LC layer. Table 2 in the theoretical expressions for the semiphysical model. And we use the on-state retardance experimental measurements at incidences 3º and 35º in the fitting procedure, to produce the values for the tilt angle as a function of voltage . The same figure of merit function χ 2 , previously explained in the off-state calibration, is also applied for the on-state fitting procedure, and the optimization is run independently for each of the gray level (equivalent to applied voltage) values.
In Fig. 2 we show the tilt angle ( ) V α as a function of the gray level. The tilt angle increases monotonically with the gray level, which reflects that the applied voltage is increasing. We note that the curve is highly nonlinear at lower gray levels 
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and reaches maximum values about 50º. According to previous studies [13] , where we considered the non-linear tilt angle profile across the cell thickness, we are still within the range where tilt angle profiles across the cell thickness do not saturate in the cell bulk. This is actually the situation when our model shows the best agreement with experiment [12] [13] . We want to remark that in previous works we have shown that the values obtained for OPD and for ( ) V α are in very good agreement with the true values [12][13] . This means that the model is not a "black-box" but that it is useful to probe into internal properties of the PA-LC devices.
SPECTRAL AND ANGULAR RETARDANCES TO TUNE WORKING CONFIGURATIONS
We have obtained the values for parameters in the model, thus now the model is ready to provide calculations useful in many applications where PA-LCoS devices are used. In this Section, we apply this versatility of the model to spectral and angular retardance calculations under different working configurations. Since one thing we want to do is show the possibility of spectral calculations, first thing to do is to produce the OPD and OPL dependence with wavelength by applying the sampled values at the three wavelengths considered in the calibration procedure. We fit the extended Cauchy [18] (Table 2 ). In the case of the OPL, whose values are not related with actual true values, simply a linear interpolation has been applied. In Fig. 3(a) and (b) we show respectively for OPD and OPL the results, where the lines correspond to the interpolation and the points are the three sampling values in Table 2 . 
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By applying the curves in Fig. 3 , the semiphysical model can be used to obtain the retardance across the wavelengths in the visible region of the spectrum and for a wide range of incidences (till 45º). The spectral prediction capability of the model opens its applicability, for example, to spectral retardance control in applications such as the one reported by Moreno et al. [19] , where they show a system that acts as an optical retarder where the retardance spectral characteristics can be defined at will, and it can be reprogrammed in real time. To this goal, the kind of calculations we show in Fig. 4 are useful to establish the most appropriate working configuration, i.e. angle of incidence and voltage value to be applied. In Fig. 4 we show the retardance dependence with wavelength at three angles of incidence, respectively 0º, 25º and 45º in (a), (b) and (c). In each plot we show the spectral retardance at various applied gray levels, shown in the legend. The dynamic range at each wavelength, i.e. difference between the maximum and minim retardance value, is shown in Fig. 4(d) for the three incidence angles, shown in the legend. We see that the dynamic range decreases with the angle of incidence. It is larger than 2π radians (360º) at a limited range of the spectral range for incidence at 25º and only at the shortest wavelength at incidence 45º, whereas at normal incidence the whole visible spectrum overcomes this range. In diffractive optics and other applications dynamic ranges larger than 2π radians are demanded [4] [5] [6] .
(a) (b) (c) (d) Figure 4 . Tilt angle as a function of gray level obtained with the proposed model.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown a semiphysical model that eases the applicability of PA-LC devices in spatial light modulation. The model can be used to provide calculations useful in many applications where PA-LCoS devices are used. In particular, we have shown that it enables to calculate the working configurations (incidence angle, applied voltage, illumination wavelength) where the wavelength or incidence angle can be tuned accordingly to produce the needed absolute retardance value or to generate the retardance dynamic range needed by the application in mind.
